CONTRACTORS PROFIT BY ExPANDING
INTO FUNCTIONAL FABRIC WALL SYSTEMS
Contractors are discovering a new profit center by installing versatile, stretched fabric
wall finishing systems instead of going with the usual options of paint, traditional
upholstery, or wrapped panels.
The benefit of a stretched fabric
wall surface is that it transforms a
wall into a beautiful, functional
surface.
It is tackable like a bulletin board;
has acoustical properties that reduce
noise and sound transmission
through walls; and can withstand
high impact in high wear areas so is
very low maintenance. The system is
also versatile since refreshing the
walls or updating the colors requires
only chang-ing out the fabric.
Various multi-panel designs can be installed from railroad track designs to abstract, curved, and custom shaped
pat-terns using flexible track. With so many options, site fabricated wall coverings can be used to conform to most
archi-tectural features.
Each panel consists of three parts: a fabric covering, a backing material, and a fabric mounting frame. The fabric
covering is stretched over the backing and held taut by the fabric mounting frame. This allows the panel surface to
spring back when struck, effectively mitigating visible damage allowing for years of performance. The excess fabric
is rolled into the frame for a clean look. The frame and backing can be reused, and the fabric changed out as desired.
The backing fills in the frame and covers the wall, providing a pinnable bulletin-board like surface for tacking
things up, along with impact resistance and the ability to absorb reverberated sound waves that would otherwise
bounce off the walls. The fabric mounting frame holds the fabric in place.
The system can also install over unfinished drywall, so there is no
need to mud, texture or prime; just tape the dry-wall joints.
Additionally, the system can adjust to match out-of-true conditions so
it can be installed on walls, ceilings, soffits and alcoves with no
unsightly gaps.
For more information about fabric wall systems contact:

Fabricmate Systems
866.622.2996 | fmsales@fabricmate.com | www.fabricmate.com
2781 Golf Course Drive, Unit A|Ventura, CA 93003
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